ALL KINDS OF LOVELY
1. Rattan High Back Chair colour White
Occasional chair with rattan weaving. Assembled: Yes
Size (mm): W:700 D:820 H:880
1. Bella the Butterfly Knitted Toy to cot
Gorgeous Bella the Butterfly by Huglees is a gorgeous pale and is wearing a bright
red dress with yellow buttons. Her wings are bright green with yellow circles. She is
a knitted doll made from 100% cotton with polyester filling. Standing at 30cm tall,
no harmful chemicals have been used in the dying process. Suitable from birth
Size (mm): L:300
2. Knitted Friends Cushion 2 to armchair
Made from 100% heavyweight quality cotton these Australian made cushions use
water based ink which is solvent free and environmentally gentle. Inners are
included and use non-allergenic fibres made from recycled plastic
Size (mm): W:450 H:450
3. Garden Toy Storage colour Pink
Funky recycled cardboard storage bin with a cardboard lid and steel clasps. Slight
imperfections occur due to recycled nature
Size(mm): Dia:400 H:580
4. Pink and White Ticking Soft Ottoman to chair
Ottoman featuring pink and white ticking fabric with contrast navy piping and a
dark denim appliqued “watching deer” to top. This gorgeous vintage inspired
ottoman is complete with a handle to each side and filled with fibrefill.
Size(mm): Dia:440 H:260
5. Door Knob Wall Hooks – Set of 3 to wall
Add this quirky set of 3 white ceramic door knobs to your wall to make a statement.
With each knob being different, hang items or leave as a decorative wall piece
Size (mm): L:200 W:60
6. Antilles 3 Drawer Dresser Black
With gorgeous bamboo detailing, the Antilles Dresser is a keepsafe for any child's
bedroom. All drawers are on runners. Use it as your nursery change table or just as
a dresser. Assembled: Yes, no assembly required
Size (mm): L: 900 D:500 H:800
7. Rabbit Table Lamp to dresser
Rabbit table lamp will warm your heart and your home. Made from thermodynamic
moulded plastic. Requires a 12v 10 watt globe
Size (mm): H:260
8. Paris Scandi Floor Lamp with Jute Shade and Natural Finish Base
Floor Lamp with a natural timber base in a light oak stain and a jute shade (pictured
with natural abaca shade)
Size (mm): Dia:530 H:1730
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9. Scarlett Mobile over cot
Nine strands of shapes made up of two shades of peachy pink, ivory and white die
cut paper, the Scarlett will move and float in the air. Designed for decorative
purposes only, the mobile is not a toy. Hang out of reach of children and out of direct
sunlight. Gently dust with a dry cloth to clean
Size (inches): 7.5x16 (approx. mm W:190 H:405)
10. Little One Balloon Art Print 12”x16” to wall
This was lovingly created in ink and collage on paper, coloured digitally by Mara
Girling
Size (inches): 12x16 (approx. 300x400mm)
11. White frame to Artwork
12. Little One’s Umbrella Art Print 8”x10” to dresser
Gorgeous ink and collage print in digital colour by Mara Girling
Size (inches): 8x10 (approx. 200x250mm)
13. Rose Hanging Balloon over dresser or to a corner
A fun way to add some colour to a tired corner The single hot air balloon is
handmade from a mix of vintage and new cotton fabrics and stuffed with a corn
based eco-fil. The basket is made from hessian and embroidery thread. 900mm of
fishing wire is attached to the top of the balloon for hanging. They are quite light in
weight. As each piece is handmade, all colours will remain the same, however fabric
pattern may vary slightly to image
Balloon Size (mm): W:200 (across the top of the balloon) H:240 (from top of balloon
to bottom of the basket) Basket Size(mm): W:30 H:30
14. Zig Blanket Rose to cot
100% cotton blanket with a jacquard knit
Size (mm): 800x1000
15. Pink Felt Ball Garland draped over window frame or artwork
100% wool felt made in Nepal, these gorgeous 32 felt balls are handmade on white
thread and come packaged in a lovely re-usable cotton bag
Size (mm): L:2000
16. White Floor Rug
This 100% cotton round floor rug is crocheted and is a beautiful keepsake. Can be
cold hand washed
Size (mm): 1060 diameter
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17. Buttons Wallpaper. Not included in package price. Purchase through "Shop By
Product"
On a worn out background are buttons in pastels sourced from forgotten cupboards
and special shapes from old cigar boxes. A nice collection for any room. Made from
non woven water cleanable wallpaper
Roll Length (m): 3 (x2)
Roll Width (cm): 48.5
Pattern Repeat (m): 3
18. Sage Paisley fabric trim to White 100% Cotton Cot Sheet Set
White 100% cotton sheet set with Sage Paisley printed trim to pillowcase and flat
sheet. Smaller Image 2 shown is white sheet set with printed trim (trim shown is
Confetti Navy)
Size (mm):
-Flat 1400 x 1600
-Fitted 760 x 1310 x 190
-Pillowcase (cover only) 400 x 600
Sage Paisley fabric (suggestion for window treatments). Not included in
package price. Contact us direct for a quote
19. Custom Pendant Shade in Spotcheck Pea on Green to centre or corner of room
Made to order pendant with electrical fittings and 1m of cable in white. To be
installed by an electrician at an additional cost to you
Fabric: 100% Hemp
Size(mm): Dia:410 H:300
20. Organic Sage and White Striped Change Mat Cover to dresser
Certified organic striped change mat cover manufactured from cotton jersey fabric.
Fits all standard change mats
Size(mm): L:800 D:470 H:120
21. Tweeter colour Marmalade Cot Set to cot
Made from 100% five star cotton this soft and stylish handprinted cot cover set is
perfect for cot or toddler bed. Printed with environmentally friendly inks and is
machine washable and warm iron
Size (mm):
-Quilt cover 970 x 1300
-Throw cushion (cover only) 400 x 400

